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SUBJ]_CT: b_£cronesian Status L_egotiations "

The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and I have revie_,,_d kn.bassador

Willi_ums' re-assessment of the liicronesian Status question and recom-

mendations for the next steps to be taken in the negotiating process

as contained in _TSC U/S_,I861,iof L'ove_oer 24, 1972.

With exceptio':_s in specific areas_ the general content of the paper

presents an accurate description of the overall situation. _¢e cannot_

_e_o__en_1on and supporting rationale withhowever, concur with the _ _ _- _'."
".-_ .__,._ ! ,,respect to _rfoassador __!l__.s desire . . .to complete_ if possible,

a draft Come,act of _ee _ _" _'_._sso_a_n within his Dresent terr_ of ref-

erence " S_:ch a _ _.--_'=_-_--" _-_" = _-• r_c ..............n r_:.es_n_s a fall-back position from

that taken by the United Sta_es at the sixth round of status negotia-

tions in Ha';_ii. _ a result of Senate Joint Reso!ution-!lT, passed

by the Con_:ress of _ _ "__ :._or.... s_._ (C0"[) in August 1972, the _.[icronesian

Joint Puture Status Ccrnittee (JFSC) ezcpressed a desire to address an

Independence QD_tion along ;/_th .V__eeAssociation at the sixth round.

Since A.mbas;._ador_,.;iili_--msdid not have the authority to discuss such

&n option, the talks were recessed in order for the United States

Gover___..ent(USG) to develop a cosition on this subject. _.rochange in

the k_oass-_dor'z instructions or in a USG position has occurred since

then. Since a USC- position on Independence is yet to be developed,

we believe it is 7,-.=._-_.-=......_,_r_ to, e_t lotr. _, another round of talks. Due

to the "_"_____,____ty _._'-"d_.--_-.:__"_-'-of the __rob!em, we _ther fee! th_-t

it will he :L-.-_ossib!-z_to resci',.e_ne" issue _orior to the" C,_..._'s o_°___......=

session on January $_ 1973. _ue pros and cons that were considered in
_._.s conclusion are contained in the attacb__.ent.arriving at _-"

In addition, the success-_l outcome of a_v future _ _:=+",._ _o __- _io.,s with

/the _TFSC is contingent ucon the guaranzee of the avai!_bi!ity of mini-

mum mi!itar?,',land z'=q_u_,"....e......_s, as s__ecified_ and 3o_,_ij"-'-_ "" axreed_ in

Title III, _m_nex B_ of the draft Co.v.__actof _r_ee Association. The

recent anti-military declaration by the majority of High Chiefs,

Class_f_.. _ Dir, _.%PR..... -_........_ ..........................
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_ls_r_.e.s_ o_a Legislators in Pa!au casts a reasonable do_Zot on _
ability of the J_SC, _ith their current po_-ers and authority_ to gu_--

zntee delivery of Department of Defense minimu_"u land requirements in

Micronesia. The solution of this basic problem is considered critical

prior to _ resum_ption of ta_/z_s.

We reco_uend, therefore, that the seventh roum.d of status negotiations

with the JTSC be held in abeyance until such t_me as the USG has developed

a position on Independence and new instructions are provided to Ambassador
Williams.

Attae hme st _ __us_%'_/-i'%" _ _'_ _'%.
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_K_ET _ S_ENSIT IV E

PROS AND CONS FOR HOLDING SEVENTH ROUND BEFORE"

THE INDEPENDENCE ISSUE IS RESOLVED

Pros

- Would aid Senator Salii, Chairman of the JFSC, and

satisfy the desire of the pro-Free Association advocates
of the Joint Future Status Committee (JFSC) to move forward

without delay so that they will have a complete Draft Compact

for Free Association to present to the Congress of Micronesia

(COM) in January 1973.

- Majority of members of JFSC indicated a desire to com-

plete work on Draft Compact at the Sixth Round of talks.

- US refusal to negotiate during Sixth Round may have

, impressed upon JFSC the fact that there are limits beyond

which the US delegation will not go.

- Will maintain momentum of the talks and pattern of

progress accomplished to date.

- Uses pressure of time to accelerate negotiating

process.

- Would counter the influence of the pro-Independence
coalition in COM.

- Important for US to work cooperatively with and

strengthen position of pro-Free Association members of
JFSC.

Cons

- Would represent reversal of strong position US took

during Sixth Round that we could not go ahead until

independence issue resolved by USG.

- Could appear as a sign of weakness and misgiving on

part of US by revising position taken at Sixth Round.
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- US bargaining position on Free Association could be

severely undermined and conceivably the Micronesians" could
view our strong desire to negotiate in December as a last

ditch salvage operation, hardly the atmosphere in which to

negotiate rest of compact which includes sensitive

discussions on financing, land requirements, and termination.

- Independence issue far too sensitive and complex to open

up on a piecemeal basis.

- Should not try to describe what an independence option

might or might not entail in terms of finance or US strategic

requirements without prior development and approval of a
position by the White House.

- Doubtful whether compact could actually be completed
since talks would res_e under same conditions which led

to breakup of last round; i.e., no real US position on

independence and no commitment on part of JFSC to endorse

results of negotiations.

- Further discussion of implications of independence

in negotiating context will lead to extensive discussion

by JFSC of implied or actual US position on Independence
Option.

- Could lead to inflated levels of financial support due

to pressure to obtain JFSC endorsement of the compact.

- JFSC, faced with newly elec£ed COM and containing

two lame duck members itself, may not be in position to

complete drafting of compact on terms acceptable to US;

an additional fruitless negotiating session would put

advocates of free association under pressure to compromise

their positions at the January 1973 COM session.

- Senator Salii has recently expressed doubts about

advisability of attempting a seventh round prior to opening

of the January session of the COM.

- Recent anti-military declaration by High Chiefs, Magis-

trates and Legislators in Pa!au casts a reasonable doubt on

the ability of JFSC, with current powers, to guarantee

delivery of Department of Defense minimum land requirements
in Micronesia.
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